Controlled association and delivery of nanoparticles from jet-sprayed hybrid microfibrillar matrices.
To develop bioactive scaffolds of targeted properties for tissue repair or biomedical applications, hybrid microfiber-nanoparticle (MF-NP) matrices capable of controlled nanoparticle (NP) delivery were prepared through two novel approaches. In a first strategy, the suppleness of the jet-spraying method to produce polymer microfibers (MF) was used to deposit poly(d,l-lactide) (PLA) NP on poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) MF by direct co-projection. The second approach relied on the post-incubation of PLA NP aqueous dispersion with MF preliminarily prepared by jet-spraying. NP coverage density onto MF and NP release was assessed by scanning electron microscopy and fluorescence measurements using coumarin-6 loaded NP. The first process was shown to allow high coverage density of NP onto MF (300 μg/mg MF) and strong association, with no NP release observed over time. In the second approach, direct incubation of PLA NP with PLA MF led to lower NP coverage density (40 μg/mg MF) with very fast release of NP from MF. The pre-coating of MF with poly-l-lysine (PLL) or the one of NP with lysozyme as a model protein drug afforded a higher coverage density and stronger association, coupled with a more sustained release of NP from MF over time. These results show the possibility to control the immobilization density and release of NP through appropriate preparation process and surface modification, and are of prime interest for the development of complex scaffolds with orchestrated bioactivity.